Introduction
The emphasis on renewable energy and the increasingly reliance upon capturing and using energy from natural sources to meet primary energy demands of heating and cooling has gained significant momentum in the last decade. However Teske and Schafer [1] have indicated renewable energy only accounts for meeting 13% of the primary energy demand, 18% of electricity generation and 26% of heat supply. Today about 80% of the world's primary energy comes from polluting high-carbon fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas, IEA [2] . The construction and life-cycle habitation of buildings in the EU 'would influence 42% of our final energy consumption, about 35% of our greenhouse gas emissions' [3] . COM 571 discusses the greater need for improved efficiencies in resources and energy use during the lifecycle, in enabling resource efficient buildings.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [4] reports that currently energy-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions account for about 70% of total GHG emissions. Energy-related activities are currently the major contributors to climate change, Urban [5] . Since 1995 the energy consumption of the EU countries has risen by 11%, to the value of 1637 Mt of oil equivalent, from 1995 to
The current technological development strategies for the building envelope is a static one, by this understanding materials are used without the ability to react to differing climatic zones or recognition of its global positioning. This is in contrast to the nature's adaptive functions, an adaptive bio-system in constant change to the influence of ambient temperature, solar radiation gain, exposure to wind and changing micro climatic variations. This reactive system is not transposed or reflected into the building envelope systems currently deployed. This non-reactive envelope gives little recognition of the response to climatic change or strategy variation to meet changing environmental situation. This approach is not reflected in nature, as these biosystems have the ability to adapt and control material composition.
Could the innovation and direction of a nature-inspired intelligent control of glass matter enable a new paradigm that will lead us in a direction to discover more adaptive systems in a dynamic response to our climate. To use the frontiers of science, in materials, in chemistry and physics, at a nanotechnology and biotechnology scale for greater control of thermal conduction.
Could the essence of nature forge evolution, in the creation of climatic responsive skins, by the principles of: material thermal facade behavior and thermal material temperature management. The employment of these objectives is to create material matter that is reactive in real-time to climatic change to enable thermal material management and regulation of its own material temperature. A dynamic skin that is responsive to the influence of ambient temperature, solar regulation gain as a adaptive biosystem.
2006, Eurostat [6] . Studies indicate by Earth Trends [7] that buildings in Europe account on average for 36% of the energy use: the nonresidential sector accounts for 8.7% and the residential sector for 27.5% of the total.
Materials that form the surface areas of our buildings play a significant role, to create and modify environmental conditions for the activity within the spaces and this has a direct impact on primary energy demands. The requirements of heating, cooling, lighting and other appliances increase energy consumption and glass buildings in hot climates where temperatures are 40 degrees or higher, are vitally important in reducing energy demand in buildings. COM 639 [8] stated our cities will consume up to 80% of the energy needs and part of the problem in enabling smart cities strategy implementation. Greater 'efficient use of resources, affordable prices and innovative solutions are crucial to our long-term sustainable growth, job creation and quality of life.' [8] in the habitation and development of our urban centers.
During recent years different kinds of technological solutions have been developed in order to respond to the increasing requirements for improved energy-efficiency and sustainability. These technologies include hybrid facades, double skin glass facades; solar shading (lamellas or panels, high-performing glass); passive solar energy systems (solar glazing balconies) and active solar systems (solar collectors, photovoltaic modules). Other solutions have been investigated in relationship to glass facades electro chromic film and transparent materials. Electrochromic oxide film materials have electrical conductivity ions to enable changes in the optical properties of glass by the influence of a electric field and then return to the original state once the field is reversed. The employment of 'crystalline tungsten oxide film makes this surface infrared reflecting/adsorbing [9] creating a electrochromic that can self-color when exposed to sunlight. Transparent insulation materials of light transmitting aerogel (comprising of 95% air) in nano-sized pores that inhibit heat transfer, have been developed. This material has thermal and optical properties to enable solar transmittance. However the transmitted light does have a tendency to scatter, as discussed by Torgal [10] . As a consequence of using the current technology, buildings consume significant level of energy [over its life cycle] due to the increased artificial lighting levels to compensate for the loss of natural lighting and the reliance of AC systems to cool the buildings. This reliance upon Artificial Lighting is one of the biggest causes of energy-related greenhouse gas emissions. The total lighting-related CO 2 emissions were estimated to be 1900 million tons [Mt] in 2005, which was about 7% of the total global CO 2 emissions from the consumption and flaring of fossil fuels [11, 12] . On the other hand, according to US DoE figures [13] , buildings may use between 15-35% of their energy consumption for lighting.
The development of these industrialized systems with possible integration of solar (thermal, pV) and/or ventilation systems should in principle, enable integration of multiple functions into the façade elements. The current aims of the envelope performance is based upon measures in the reduction of heat conduction via the material that form its surface, to resolve the conflicts between services and fabric provisions (such as heating systems fighting cooling systems). New materials have been developed of increased performance to resolve this issue by product and component development for example the integration of solar active elements within the glass panels.
This resolution of building system performance as an optimizationall approach has uncertainty at its heart. As the level of energy consumption of a building depends upon the building typology and on the climate zone where it is located. In addition, the level of economic development in the area is also influential in shaping the energy use pattern. Energy demand in buildings brings together a range of complex relationships between the environment, individuals, and their perceptions of delighting comfort. The current technological development strategies for the building envelope is a static one, by this understanding materials are used without the ability to react to differing climatic zones or recognition of its global positioning. This is in contrast to the nature's adaptive functions, an adaptive biosystem in constant change to the influence of ambient temperature, solar radiation gain, exposure to wind and changing micro climatic variations. This reactive system is not transposed or reflected into the building envelope systems currently deployed. This non-reactive envelope gives little recognition of the response to climatic change or strategy variation to meet changing environmental situation. This approach is not reflected in nature, as these biosystems have the ability to adapt and control material composition.
As our cities core temperature continues to rise by the direct yearly solar radiation influence of our climate this is having an increasing impact upon an glass envelope systems. The total annual solar radiation falling on the earth is more than 7500 times the world's total annual energy consumption of 450 EJ. The annual solar radiation reaching the earth surface as presented by Kumar et al. [14] is approximately 3,400,000 EJ and this is an order of magnitude greater than all the estimated non-renewable resources, including fossil fuels and nuclear.
Therefore the aim of this paper is to give a pathway of how; to prevent uncontrolled heating of the glass material surfaces and the impacts of this heat conduction, to enable optimization of a high emissivity glass material, as an adaptive dynamic skin by the objectives of:
i. Thermal conductivity matter behaviour exchange. (Material Adaptivity)
ii. Adaptive real-time performance to enable thermal heat exchange and thermal material management. (Glass Matter Autonomy)
Material Adaptive Eco Systems
Ecosystems upon this earth are evolving systems as they learn, defend, communicate, and protect themselves by the mechanisms of synergy to environmental influence. Nature uses biochemical mechanisms in a evolutionary perspective encapsulating multichemical compounds of action to give adaptable strategies. 'Plants and insects have been practicing and perfecting combinatorial chemistry on an evolutionary timescale' [15] . This synthesis of simulation of molecular behavior enables multiple paths ways embracing and involving chemicals material connectivity as a adaptive influence to climatic patterns. Plant use and embrace chemicals, Semi chemicals, to enable communication and pyrrolizidine alkaloid as defensive mechanisms in a response to global location/reference. The human body itself is a complex system of controlled mechanisms in response to changing situations to protect and control the human body by DNA programmable self-awareness, the ultimate intelligent material. These living multi-functional cells are information systems of chemical composition forming hierarchical structures as they have the:
• Ability to learn and adapt to changing circumstance.
• Self-regulation of thermal adsorption from nano scale components.
These systems are multifunctional, mechanical information systems that have the ability to adapt to changing circumstance by biological inspired engineering aims. This enables adaptive performance influence to change material composition by hierarchical controls of component material intelligence to give environmental adaptive functionality.
This is nature at a nanotechnology scale at work embracing adaptive functions to enable autonomous self-healing, intelligent surfaces, thermal management and hierarchical control of material matter itself. These functions are 'continually refining and adjusting shape, chemical and mechanical signaling' [16] for protection and adjustment to their environment. Could this approach of nature's adaptive functions, of biologically inspired intelligent materials enable procession of realtime reactive materials that form the skins of buildings. The current technological development strategies of glass facades are a static one, by this understanding materials are used without the ability to react to differing climatic zones or recognition of its global positioning. This is in contrast to the nature's adaptive functions, an adaptive biosystem in constant change to the influence of ambient temperature, solar radiation gain, exposure to wind and changing micro climatic variations. This reactive system is not transposed or reflected into the building envelope systems currently deployed. This non-reactive envelope gives little recognition of the response to climatic change or strategy variation to meet changing environmental situation. This approach is not reflected in nature, as these biosystems have the ability to adapt to changing environmental condition and control material composition.
Adaptive System Performance
Could our buildings move from mere material entities to becoming energy systems of adaptive performance. A dynamic skin, Figure 1 , to exploit the functionalities and behavior of material science to act as a thermal energy adsorption system by the application of bio-logically inspired systems by the principles of:
• Capture in enabling thermal transfer.
• Control to regulate and enable thermal management of matter.
Cyclic behaviour
The abstract, Figure 1 , indicates the sequential processes of heat transfer as a behavioral adaptive system. The aim is to set the thermal conductivity adsorption levels of the composite glass core material, by the determination of the steady-state temperature of the skin. This sets the datum point reference for the intelligent control sensoring and actuation systems through the manipulation of fluidic flows within a network as a cyclic behavior model to remove and influence material skin conduction rates.
• Setting a datum point for glass steady state temperature.
• Thermal energy inputs into the glass skin through, 'solar radiation gains 4,42 GJ/m 2 year' (Trees [17] European continental climate influence, example) creates temperature raise by city micro-climate and IR wavelength.
• Glass skin heat IR conduction.
• Fluidic medium acts as the absorber of thermal energy transfer by a fluidic network at a molecular thermal conduction level.
• Manipulation of fluidic behavior in micro fluidic network in a active manner by sensor data feeds and network flow actuation controls. Enables temperature skin reduction in a active responsive manner for thermal energy removal and transfer.
• This removal of energy enables cooling of the glass material to revert to its datum starting point, steady state temperature. This is a cyclic action of molecule's temperature regulation, as a repeatable action for thermal energy adsorption. Rates of thermal adsorption are dependent upon the time of day, wind exposure, orientation and city thermal temperatures. 
Material Adaptivity
Aim: Thermal conductivity matter behaviour exchange-The creation of a glass composite structure by insertion of a domain between two glass plates. This medium/domain contain micro channel networks within its structure that can influence its surrounding by fluidic flow behaviour.
The creation of this vascular network is similar to that of the human body vascularization system, to enable control by delivery of nutrients, removal of waste, temperature regulation and damage repair by a functional chemical fluid. These microvascular volume filled networks or matrixes enables thermal exchange interactions to material or regions within a material. This concept and application of it could enable active matter control by regulating thermal temperature by the deployment of active cooling microvascular systems continuously circulating a fluid into, through and out of the matrix in order to adsorb and remove excess heat. Microvascular volume filled networks could give glass the innovation for active cooling and energy generation to set performance functions, in regulation of surface glass temperatures. An example of this form of application is indicated in Figure 2 .
Design and evaluation of the performance function efficiency of the microvascular 3d capillary network is obtained by using a multiobjective generic algorithm by sequence optimization [18] . These genetic exchange algorithmic optimization solutions are achieved by the application of fittest function objectives. These fittest function aims create progressive modifications by re-combinations to create new solutions. This solution, generations, will compete and learn as they interact to form generative behaviours. 'Careful observations of successive structural modifications generally reveal a basic set of structural modifiers or operators, repeatable actions of these operators yield the observed modifications sequences' [19] . This enables repeatable geometry microvascular creations to determine future solution network efficiencies by understanding of boundaries constraints for optimization performance cooling objectives. This genetic algorithm gives optimization for microchannel functionality within a domain to enable optimized flow efficiency and thermal fluidic adsorption for skin surface temperature regulation.
However the network microcapillary channel density is a correlation to optimization functionality, as this has effects upon structural integrity of the material domain body. Hence performance is a balance to maximize the benefit of the network to minimizing the negative structural integrity impacts. 'Most microvascular networks designs are constrained by the choices of fabrication methods and materials. 'Olugerbelefloa et al. [18] . Forming this microvascular network within a domain could be achieved by PDMS, epoxy matrixes, (Figure 3 ). This sealed capillary network, Figure 3 , was created to enable autonomous self-healing of structural materials that have suffered from crack plane damage and reduced structural integrity. The isolated and independent three dimensional vascular networks contains within the capillaries fluidic filled epoxy resin (orange) and hardener (blue). In the event of crack plane damage to the matrix body the interconnecting networks, orange and blue, acts as catalytic chemical triggers, as demonstrated by White et al. [20] to enable crack proximity selfhealing cycles to commence.
The construction of this 3 dimension network geometries was achieved by the advances in 'dual ink deposition and vertical ink writing using microcrystalline wax and mineral oil. The network was constructed by independently deposited two fugitive organic inks to construct the desired interpenetrating, yet isolated, microvascular network' Hansen et al. [21, 16] . Once constructed the network was embedded into a epoxy matrix with the wax based inks being removed by temperature liquefaction and vacuum. Forming these microvascular network within a domain body can also be achieved by CNC machines that 'are capable of producing feature sizes on the order of tens of microns, Chen [22] or the application of micromachining technology to fabricate the network 'microchannels in a layer by layer fabrication approach' Saxena [23] at a sub-micron resolution. However the innovation of nano-materials, for example the potential of graphene could be the innovation of network mediums.
Graphene is a nano-material made of carbon atoms and has exceptional properties of being transparent, lightweight and an excellent heat conductor that could replace PDMS and epoxy as a medium. This nano-material could enable the development of a conductive resiliently strong material, enabling heat transfer of this translucent material and within its structure the formation of a microvascular network for the encapsulation of fluids. The formation of this medium could be undertaken by the advancement of nanotechnology to mechanically assemble the carbon crystallites one by one to create the desired sequence of planes of the graphene structure itself. Geim [24] has pointed out graphene could be used to create 'complex devices with various functionalities can be constructed plane by plane with atomic precision' (Figure 4) .
The Wyss Institute at Harvard University has conducted research into vascular microfluidic windows by the application of applying polydimethylsiloxane. This PDMS material contained within its structure a series of capillary 100 μm high channels patterns forming a network to enable fluidic water flow rates. This PDMS medium was then inserted between two glass plates to create the glass composite structure. A uniform heat load of 35 degrees was then applied to a surface and measurements taken, to analysis the effects of thermal adsorption transfer. Various flow rates were introduced to measure the impacts and surface cooling results by thermal heat exchange rates, to adsorb and transfer this heat into the fluid, water, to enable heat capture and removal.
Variant flow rates assessed: 0.2 mL/min, 2.0 mL/min, 10 m/L/ min. However as discussed by Wheedon and Hatton [25] the results concluded the effectiveness was dependent upon input water temperature to act as the absorber of thermal energy transfer. Significant temperature reduction was achieved at medium and high flow rates with water applied at 0 degree celsius achieved dramatic response mean temperature over time, with low flow rates being ineffective to control thermal temperature gains. The results confirmed the effectiveness of the microchannel in actively enabling thermal adsorption and exchange however it was the fluidic material itself that can reduce and diminish thermal energy transfer.
Could however these networks give advancement of skin antonymy by distribution of active chemical fluids through the exploration and maximization of thermal exchange by temperature gain, natural convection, 'latent heat release and internal thermal conductivity of Agbossou et al. [26] , by the application of nanofluidics.
Nanofluidics
Research has been undertaken to enable innovative way for improving thermal conductivity of a fluid by the suspension of metal or metal oxide nano particles and carbon nanotubes, smaller than 100 μm. The resulting mixture is referred to as nanofluids that possesses substantially larger thermal conductivity compared to that of base fluids itself, was researched by Yu-Dong et al. [27] . Nanofluidics of active heat absorbing fluids within microvascular networks could give optimization of network efficiency for surface cooling and temperature regulation. The employment of chemical composition into fluidic networks of nanofluid chemical particles can increase energy absorbing rates. This creation of a chemical 'designer molecule approach synthesizing the material Watson' [28] would give thermal exchange by chemical integration enabling greater molecular surface heat exchange. Experimental studies have shown that the effective thermal conductivity increases remarkably. This is also associated with enhancement of other transport properties, for example. Viscosity, specific heat and diffusivity. Water is utilized as a main suspension medium because of its favorable thermal properties and costs. However, it has low energy density; therefore, nanoparticles can increase viscosity due to their high latent heat of transition, high energy densities [29] . Nanoparticles will also help to resolve the impacts of the fluctuations in the solar energy input, by the retention of energy for distribution within the vascular network for energy unload processes.
• The application of nanoparticles presents a enhancement of thermal conductivity, heat transfer coefficient and viscosity as determined by the heat transfer properties:
• The suspended nanoparticules increase the surface area and heat capacity of the fluid.
• The suspended nanoparticles increase thermal conductivity of the fluid.
• The interactions and collision among particles, fluid and the flow passage surface are intensified as well as the mixing fluctuation and turbulence.
• The dispersion of nanoparticles fattens the transverse temperature gradient of the fluid.
The understanding of the physical properties and composition behaviour of specific heat of nanofluids was discussed by Cellura et al. [30] as being adaptable to climatic variation response to external temperature range. This would enable a global perspective outlook. This response is the approach of nature, to adsorb energy for warm and heat, to give and enable cooling to control and stabilization of temperature in a response to climatic influence.
Glass Matter Autonomy
Aim: Adaptive performance to enable thermal management of materials, by the influence of active intelligent manipulation control of microfluidics.
Adaptive level intelligence is needed to react as the human body does to control and influence surrounding tissues by the vascularization system of self-regulation. This vascularization system contains nanoscale components of multi-functional, mechanical information systems for cellular vascular autonomy.
Therefore active microvascular manipulation is needed by the employment of hierarchical measures by sensors and actuators, controlled by programmable algorithms to enable collective control of the system. This biologically inspired system will actively control the heat absorbing microvascular network of continuous circulatory fluid flow, to enables adsorption and thermal heat transfer to maximize network functionality.
The employment of devises called MEM's (Micro electromechanical) focusing upon the development of miniaturized devices, enable opportunities to develop high-performance materials for the fabrication of mechanically flexible electronic systems built on the scale of millionths of a meter. These systems have been 'advanced by semiconductor processes to create sensors, accelerometer, flow sensors and actuators have been widely demonstrated. [31] .
Pressure sensors to monitor, measure and enable subsequent active actuation measures of fluidic flow rates are in the process of development by the application of Nano electromechanical system (NEM's), DNA protein sensors. Lou et al have created a pressure sensor by using silicon nanowires (SiNWs) based sensor design. This (SiNWs) diaphragm sensor has a diameter of 200 μm, with a high pressure sensitivity of 0.6%psi -1 and the capability to sustain pressures above 330 psi. This NEM miniaturized pressure sensor could be used to monitor the microvascular circulatory system in assessment of fluidic flow conduction rates. Real-time information feed on the status of the system by MEM's devices could be inserted into the vascular network to enable monitoring. These transparent, flexible display devices have been investigated by, Koo et al. [32] . The research team have developed an integrated, thermal stable LED with power source encapsulated in two sheets PDMS with a net thickness of 1mm. The research undertaken by Koo et al could enable innovation of thin-film nanogenerators and thermoelectric devices.
Monitoring of the system performance is critical to enable sensor real-time data information feed in order to make autonomous adjustment to actuators for manipulation of microfluidic flow rates. The mechanisms for automatous functionality of the system to give surface temperature regulation would be a algorithm. This would act as a skin management system to enable strategies to focus upon thermal energy load-unload processes as a cyclic action, Figure 1 . This load shift enables removal of energy from the microvascular system to regain steady state temperatures to give self-programmable thermal conductivity management.
However the system functionality is intrinsically linked to climatic influence and response. Therefore glass composite material system must be able to "learn and apply" different strategies to meet various climatic zones. This will enable a climatic setting for the creation of a behaviour model for the management system. The development of a climatic model will enable reactive behaviour changes by the comprehension of its global climatic location and positioning. The understanding of the climatic behaviour model will be dependent upon the climatic classification in order to set primary data functions. Climate classification will determine and give the back ground knowledge for understanding longitude/latitude effects.
The understanding of the thermal facade behaviour of buildings and its implications on energy performance has been research through SUSREF, by VTT [33] . This research enabled a climatic classification analysis system to be developed. Climatic categorization are:
Climatic categorization are:
Cfb-temperate without dry season, warm summer; Cfbw-temperate without dry season, warm summer and windy; Csa-temperate with dry, hot summer; Dfb-cold, without dry season and with warm summer; and Dfc-cold, without dry season and with cold summer.
Discussion
The creation of microvascular volume filled fluidic networks enables thermal heat exchange influence in materials that surround the vascular capillary system. This influence enables regulation of thermal conductivity by fluids acting as absorbers of thermal energy by manipulation of the circulatory flows rates through the network, as a vascularization system has been demonstrated. The performance efficiency of the vascular networks geometry design, obtained by pre-programmed genetic algorithms [18] , gives assessment of the network ability to adsorb thermal energy input by pre-programmable logic patterns, enables optimized flow efficiency to manipulate surface temperature load processes. The innovation of nanomaterials, graphene, could give containment of the vascular networks in a resiliently strong and translucent material for performance advancement of microvascular geometry could be utilized for the progression of vascular domain materials.
This coupled with improving thermal conductivity of heat transfer by active heat absorbing fluids within the vascular network, enables optimization of the network efficiency for temperature regulation. This nanofluid design approach could enable greater molecular surface heat exchange influence.
Manipulation of the fluidic flow rate of thermal absorbing fluids can be achieved by sensor and actuators for glass matter autonomy. This vascularization systems is similar to that of the human body to influence surrounding tissues by adaptive, self-regulating living cells. MEM's, incredibly tiny devices often built on the scale of millionths of a meter, act as the monitors of the system performance for thermal management to enable subsequent reactive, real-time, changes to give thermal energy unload processes as a cyclic sequence of actions ( Figure  1 ).
Principles of micro-fluidic flows in vascular networks is however a concern, as the whole skin facade could not be treated as one entity, as the vascular network will have a resistance to flow and this could be considerable. Hence the pumping pressures needs to be controlled, as any energy gains from thermal regulation of the skin, could be outweighed by the energy needed to give pumping power through the network.
However the facade could be treated as a network of glass composite modules, (Figure 5 ) to form the overall envelope skin entity. These glass composite modules could create the overall envelope as a modular system. This modular system could enable interface connections between each other to create a cellular group of three units, to form a cell group. This cell group could share data communication feeds of sensors, actuation systems and tank reservoirs to act as a single unit entity, to give cellular autonomy to that cell group to learn and apply reactive aims in response to changing thermal conductivity levels. These cell groups would multiple to form the overall envelope skin for the building ( Figure 6 ). Nestle [34] discussed the breakdown of the facade into cellular groups would enable reduction of primary pumping pressures. This would be achieved by the creation of localized reservoirs, serving the cellular group unit to enable optimization of pumping power and energy load-shift process.
Conclusion
Nature has evolved mechanisms to influence materials by the application of measures to change material composition in relationship to the environment. This multi-functional thermal reactive system is a blue print that has evolved on a evolutionary perspective.
Could this approach of nature's adaptive functions, of bio-logically inspired aims, enable procession of real-time reactive engineering materials. To move our buildings from mere material entities to becoming energy systems of adaptive performance. A dynamic response, to exploit the functionalities and behaviour of material science to act as a thermal energy adsorption system by the application of bio-logically inspired engineering principles of: Thermal conductivity matter behaviour exchange and thermal management of materials, by the influence of active intelligent manipulation control of microfluidics. These principles, of surface material temperature regulation, could change our buildings into climatic modifiers by the dehumidification of material surface temperatures, for energy harvesting to enable real time thermal conduction performance response.
This adaptive skin (Figure 1 ) is a dynamic system, of reactive responses to environmental influence by the understanding of the changing behaviour of thermal conductivity levels. This regulation of thermal transfer, to prevent uncontrolled heating of building interior spaces, will reduction the increasing reliance of primary energy demands. The formation of cell units as a facade system (Figures 5  and 6 ) to create cellular group autonomy, will enable hierarchical level intelligence controls of facade panelized assemblies, using microfluidics for precise behaviour control and manipulation of fluids by the application of micro-thermal technological engineering principles.
It is expected three-quarters of the world's population will live within our cities. This migration and increasing expansion in human habitation, is the creation of energy hungry cities, detached from our ecosystems and become a destroyer of it. Our cities are the major contributor to greenhouse gas production. Cities are complex energy systems with an ever changing matrix of human activities and environment affects.
The creation of intelligent surfaces could create buildings working as clusters to influence the environment .To change our cities into living organisms, adsorbing energy, to reduce intensifying heat island temperatures within the city core. To truly create eco-cities of the future at the forefront of low carbon reduction, we must embrace new bio-inspired engineering aims, by applying new concepts in material engineering to form our building surfaces to enable transformation.
